
From early adopters of new technology in field of Government Job competitive exams like that of UBI PO . Plutus 
Academy has helped large number of students during their career. May it be for UPSC and Banking exams or Online 
coaching for UBI PO
Video courses for UBI PO constitutes Syllabus wise topics with about 300-500 Video lectures for each Level Pre , 
Mains, Sample Papers , Quiz , Sample Papers with solutions , Previous year question papers of UBI PO
Teaching of subjects according to Marking scheme and Blue print of UBI PO exams
We offer these courses in two variants 

1. Online
2. Pen drive 

Online module is accessible through INTERNET where as Pen-drive module is accessible without Internet. In both these 
modules you also get to access doubt clearing classes conducted Online on every week end. Students also get a panel to ask 
question and eminent faculties reply them through that.
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UBI PO MANIPAL (MEMORY BASED) SOLUTION 
Direction (1-5) 

(1-2): 

1. (a)
2. (d)
(3-4)

3. (e)
4. (d)

(5-6)

5. (d)
6. (d)
Direction (7-11)

Persons Months Shows 

R January Red 

N February Green 

O April Pink 

L May White 

Q July Purple 

M September Blue 

P December Black 

7. (e)
8. (a)
9. (d)
10. (b)
11. (c)
Direction (12-16)

12. (d)
13. (e)
14. (a)
15. (d)
16. (c)
Direction (17-18)

17. (a)
18. (d)
Direction (19-20)
19. (b) Inference is something which is there in the

statement in the hidden or in indirect manner and
except II, all are in direct manner. So only II is the
inference.

20. (d) Clearly, options I, III and IV are there in the
statement in direct manner whereas option II is in
hidden manner or in indirect manner and option V
cannot be concluded on the basis of the given
statement.

Direction (21-25) 
21. (d)

From both statements we cannot define, who is the 
shortest.  

22. (c)   From statement I, Leena sits second to left of
Amit. Amit faces the centre. Arun sits second to the
right of Leena. If Leena  faces the centre then   Arun
cannot be second to the right of Leena. It means Leena
faces  outside the centre. So all are not facing the
centre.
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From statement II, Ali sits third to the left of Ken. Ken 
faces the centre. Amit sits to the immediate left of Ali. 
but Ken is not an immediate neighbour of Amit. If Ali 
faces the centre then Ken is the immediate neighbour 
of Amit. It means Ali faces outside the centre. So all are 
not facing the centre. 

Both statements alone are sufficient to answer the 
question. 

23. (e) From statement I, P is the mother of Q. Q is the son
of R, that means R is the husband of
P. R is the son of T. it clear that Q is the grandson of T
but we don’t know the gender of
T. so we can not say, T is the grandmother of Q.

From statement II, L is father of N and N is daughter of 
T. it means T is the wife of L.

From both statement together, we find the gender of T. 
it means T is the grandmother of  
Q. So both statement together are necessary to answer
the question.

24. (b)   From statement I, A person walks 4m towards the
north from point A, and takes two consecutive right
turns, each after walking 4 m, he would reach point C,
which is 8m away from point B. But we don’t know the
direction of B. So statement I alone are not follow.

From statement II, Point D is 2m towards the east of 
point A and 4m towards the west of point B. It means 
point A is the west of point B. So statement II alone are 
sufficient to answer the question. 

25. (d)   From statement I, Seela, the mother of Bharat has
only three children. But we don’t know the gender of
children. So we can’t say that How many brothers does
Bharat have?  So statement I alone is not sufficient to
answer the question.

From statement II,  Meena, the grandmother of Bharat 
has only one granddaughter. But not given any 
information about bharat’s brother. So statement II 
alone is not sufficient to answer the question. 

And also from both statements together, we can’t 
determine the gender of Bharat. 
26. (c)Statement I is the valid assumption because the

number of RDS radio increased from 1994 to 1996 so
the people with RDS-equipped radios could use RDS
technology. Statement II is not valid as it says that
Most Verdlanders had a radio equipped to receive RDS
and nothing is said about this   in the passage.
Statement III& V is not valid because nothing is said
about station’s listening area and type of
programming. Statement IV can be the conclusion of
the passage but not a valid assumption.

Direction (27-31) 

27. (b)
28. (d)
29. (b)
30. (a)
31. (e)
32. (a) Statement II is the valid assumption as tetracycline

is produced by a bacterium which is found in Nubian
soil and the bacterium can develop on the grain which
is used in making bread & beer.so tetracycline is
formed through the process of making of bread & beer.
Statement I is not valid because nothing is said in the
passage about the disease other than typhus.
Statement III is also not valid because Typhus is a
disease and the statement talks about the
contamination of a disease by another disease which is
wrong in the context of this passage. Statement IV & V
is invalid as No information is given in the passage
that bread & beer were their only items in the diet and
also about Typhus is fatal or not.
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Direction (33-37) 

Festival Bo 
Women Ge 

For Pa/xu 
Only Pa/xu 
To Wr 

Celebrate Ct 
Peace Dl 

Provide Nj 
Like Fx 

In Sv 

33. (c)
34. (a)
35. (b)
36. (e)
37. (d)
38. (d) All the options may be the probable reasons except

option (d) because the reason in that option is
contradictory to the statement. We Indians are matured
enough to permit such exploratory things threatening
national security. So, this must not be a probable reason.

39. (e) Clearly, illiterate people lack will power and
maturity in thoughts. They may easily be misled into
false convictions or lured into temptations to vote for
a particular group. So, argument II holds. However, a
person is literate does not mean that he is conscious of
all political movements, which requires practical
awareness of everyday events. Thus, I also holds
strong. Besides, Constitution has extended the right to
vote equally to all its citizens. Hence, III also holds.

40. (a) Since, the statement talks about the relation
between education system and employment, so only
statement I is implicit.

Direction (41-42) 

41. (a)
42. (d)
Direction (43-47)
Logic:-The machine rearranges one word and one number
in each step. First, it rearranges numbers in descending
order with addition of ‘one’ to each number after
rearrangement. Whereas words are arranged in an
alphabetical order with their third form (V3) (i.e. addition
of ‘est’ to each word after rearrangement).
Input: healthy 26 32 long cheap 90 tall 72 great 64 bit 53
Step I: 91 bitest healthy 26 32 long cheap tall 72 great 64
53
Step II: 73 cheapest 91 bitest healthy 26 32 long tall great
64 53
Step III: 65 greatest 73 cheapest 91 bitest healthy 26 32
long tall 53
Step IV: 54 healthiest 65 greatest 73 cheapest 91 bitest 26
32 long tall
Step V: 33 longest 54 healthiest 65 greatest 73 cheapest
91 bitest 26 tall
Step VI: 27 tallest 33 longest 54 healthiest 65 greatest 73
cheapest 91 bitest
43. (c)
44. (d)
45. (d)
46. (b)
47. (e)
48. (c)

49. (b)

50. (d)
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